JELOVICA

green company
JELOVICA – green company

Modern company:
- innovative processes
- international oriented sales channels
- high quality products made of natural materials and with low carbon footprint

Truly green:
- gain energy from natural resources: sun – water – biomass
- produce more energy that we need
- changing processes into green

Sustainable oriented company:
- Offer sustainable products: houses – windows - doors
- Implement sustainable business models
- Develop new green products and solutions

več kot 12.000 postavljenih objektov - več kot 3.000.000 proizvedenih oken
WE SET NEW MILESTONES

Energy-positive production process

By installing a new solar power plant on the roof of Jelovica’s factory we have gained the sustainable production.

Centre of Energy Efficiency Solutions

A modern and innovative sales channel called CER – Centre of Energy Efficiency Solutions.
WE ADD VALUE TO WOOD
WHY NOT USE BEST PRACTICE?

The FIRST PASSIVE WOODEN KINDERGARTEN is an example of good practice in the use of technical and technological solutions of wooden construction. The basic concept is above all designed to make replication possible and reasonable.
PREFABRICATED WOODEN BUILDINGS

Jelovica is specialized in production of wooden prefabricated houses and big buildings.

All buildings combine innovative solutions in wood constructions and high quality technical equipments as needed for optimal usage.
CERTIFIED QUALITY

The quality of our products is our obligation to our business partners and clients.

With acquired international certificates for the European market and individual markets within Europe, we certify our quality with CE and as well on most demanding markets:

Germany
Switzerland
Austria
Italy

We constantly participate in the development of wooden construction branch home and abroad and actively participate in the promotion of sustainable construction across Europe.
Positioning of Slovenia as a country is no longer limited to its terms of forest.

It extends into a strategy: **how to give wood the greatest possible value,**
since the use of wood and other natural materials bring a lot of benefits that we in Jelovica are aware of.

**Sustainable development strategy of Slovenia is a step forward.**
To make people aware of and encourage them to use natural acceptable materials in everyday life.